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We investigate lower bounds for the eigenvalues of perturbations of
matrices. In the footsteps of Weyl and Ipsen & Nadler, we develop
approximating matrices whose eigenvalues are lower bounds for
the eigenvalues of the perturbed matrix. The number of available
eigenvalues andeigenvectors of theoriginalmatrixdetermineshow
close those approximations can be, and, if the perturbation is of low
rank, such bounds are relatively inexpensive to obtain. Moreover,
because the process need not be restricted to the eigenvalues of
perturbedmatrices, lower bounds for eigenvalues of bordered diag-
onal matrices as well as for singular values of rank-k perturbations
and other updates of n × mmatrices are given.
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1. Introduction
We investigate lower bounds for the eigenvalues of perturbations of matrices. The onset is the
smallest eigenvalue of a positive semideﬁnite Hermitian rank-1 perturbation H of a Hermitian matrix
A. Weyl’s inequalities (e.g. [13, p. 203]), bounding the eigenvalues of A + H from below with the
eigenvalues of A are among the most well known results. More recently, however, a result by Ipsen
and Nadler [9] is showed to improve Weyl’s solution. Both offer cheaply computable lower bounds
for the eigenvalues of perturbed matrices. In the latter, the bounds on the smallest eigenvalues of
A + H are obtained from the smallest eigenvalue of a 2 × 2 eigenproblem that results from clever
manipulations of the matrices A and H. Cauchy Interlace Theorem [13, p. 197] is then used to supply
the lower bounds for interior eigenvalues. Because Cauchy Interlace Theorem is a well know tool we
are mainly interested in a closer study of the lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue.
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We show that for the smallest eigenvalue, Weyl’s result and the bound from [9] are only the ﬁrst
two of a sequence of increasingly tighter bounds. This sequence is non-decreasing and, in general,
the qth element of the sequence is an eigenvalue of a q × q matrix. Moreover, at each computation,
we obtain, directly, lower bounds for all eigenvalues and by using −A instead of A upper bounds are
obtained in a similar fashion. The process is then adapted to the computation of lower bounds for the
eigenvalues of certain structuredmatrices. In particular, we study its application to the computation of
lower bounds for the eigenvalues of bordered diagonal matrices and for the singular values of general
n × mmatrices when columns (or rows) are added.
An application is given in the following example:
1.1. Example
Let I = [0, 1] and examine the following reaction–diffusion equation
− u′′ + s(x)u = λu in I, with u(0) = u(1) = 0, (1)
where the function s(x) is a continuous local perturbation deﬁned in
(
1
2
− ξ , 1
2
+ ξ
)
for ξ ∈
[
0, 1
2
]
by
s(x) = e−g(x) where g(x) = ξ
2
(x − (1/2 − ξ))(x − (1/2 + ξ))
and zero elsewhere. Take n ∈ N and deﬁne h = 1/n and xj = jh where j = 0, . . . , n. The Finite Dif-
ference discretization of problem (1) on the grid points x0, . . . , xn yields a positive deﬁnite Hermitian
tridiagonal matrix A and a diagonal matrix H whose rank is dependent on both the mesh width, h,
and the variable ξ . A typical problem setting is that of determining lower bounds for the eigenvalues
of the discrete problem associated with Eq. (1). In other words, to determine lower bounds for the
eigenvalues of A + H, a rank-k perturbation of a Hermitian matrix A.
1.2. Background
A renewed interest in the analysis of rank-1 perturbations of diagonalmatrices grewwith the devel-
opment of the divide-and-conquer algorithm [7] for the computation of the eigenvalues of Hermitian
tridiagonalmatrices. The algorithmdivides a tridiagonalmatrix into the sumof a block diagonalmatrix
D and a Hermitian rank-1matrixH = wσw∗. If v /= 0 is an eigenvector of D + H corresponding to the
eigenvalue λ then solving Av = λv is equivalent to solve 1 + w∗(D − λI)−1w = 0 (sincew∗v /= 0) or
in scalar form to determine the roots of the secular equation:
f (λ) = 1 + σ
n∑
j=1
w2j
δj − λ = 0, (2)
where the δj /= λ, for j = 1, . . . , n are the eigenvalues of D and are assumed distinct. Both the eigen-
values of a diagonal plus a rank-1 matrix as well as those of 1-bordered diagonal matrices are usually
computed using methods based on the secular equation [5,8,10].
Though suchmethods could probably be used to produce lower bounds for the spectrum of A + H,
they require elaborate convergence studies,which togetherwith the difﬁculty in obtaining expressions
in closed formmakes their mathematical treatment harder. Our approach is different.We focus on the
study of approximating eigenproblems which do not suffer from either of those concerns.
The literature pertaining to bordered diagonal matrices is not extensive. Moreover, the literature
that exists suffers from a denomination ambiguity caused by the use of the terms arrow matrix (for
instance [2]) and arrowhead matrix (for instance [11]) to refer to the same type of matrices, namely
those which are zero except for the diagonal and one row and respective column. Themost commonly
used terminology and theonewith amoregeneral scope seems tobe k-bordered diagonalmatrix andwe
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shall, therefore, also adhere to it.Wilkinson [15] and Parlett [12]workwith bordered diagonalmatrices
in the setting of perturbation theory for eigenvalues while O’Leary and Stewart [10] showed there are
explicit expressions for the determinant and for the eigenvectors of symmetric 1-bordered diagonal
matrices (arrowhead matrices). More recently Parlett and Strang [11] study arrowhead matrices with
prescribed Ritz values.
Notation and outline. Although most of the notation we use is considered standard, we believe
it is useful to clarify some assumptions. We represent eigenvalues and singular values by the Greek
lettersλ and σ , respectively, and choose to label them in non-decreasing order ofmagnitude:min λ =
λ1  λ2  · · · λn−1  λn = max λ. Letters at the end of the alphabet represent vectors while lower
case Latin letters i and j denote indices. The conjugate transpose of a matrix X is denoted by X∗, also
for X real. With In wemean the n × n identity matrix and by ej its jth column. Finally, the norm in use
will be the Euclidean norm ‖x‖:=‖x‖2 =
√
x∗x.
In Section 2, we develop the theoretical framework behind the lower estimates for the eigenvalues
of Hermitian rank-k perturbations of Hermitianmatrices. Still in the same section, we elaborate on the
computational requirements and on ways those same estimates can be improved exploiting available
information from the original matrix. In Section 3 the theory of Section 2 is modiﬁed and employed
to obtain lower bounds for the eigenvalues of k-bordered diagonal matrices. In the next section the
theory for lower bounds of singular values under rank-k perturbations of n × m matrices and when
columns or rows are added to B is exposed. Finally, in Section 5, we illustrate the theory developed in
the previous sections with examples using matrices from applications.
2. Hermitian rank-k perturbations of Hermitian matrices
It is instructive to start with a small example conveying the main ideas.
2.1. Example
Let w :=[1, 1, 1, 1, 1]∗ and consider the symmetric rank-1 matrix H :=ww∗. Now, contemplate the
following sequence of matrices
X1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2
2
2
2
2
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , X2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2
3
3
3
3
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
X3 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2
3
3.1
3.1
3.1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
together with
X4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2
3
3.1
4
4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and X5 = A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2
3
3.1
4
4.1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Each Xj is obtained using only the j smallest eigenvalues of A. Table 1 shows the eigenvalues of Xj + H
for each j = 0, . . . , 5. Observe that as j increases, all eigenvalues of Xj + H move closer to those of
A + H.
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Table 1
Eigenvalues of Xj + H for j = 1, . . . , 5.
j λj
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
1 2 2 2 2 7
2 2.1716 3 3 3 7.8284
3 2.1821 3.0250 3.1 3.1 7.8929
4 2.2201 3.0473 3.5089 4 8.3236
5 2.2214 3.0475 3.5291 4.0519 8.3503
2.2. Estimating the eigenvalues
Example 2.1 shows that lower bounds, with increased accuracy, for the eigenvalues of A + H are
easily accessible. We obtain them by using (some of) the eigenvalues of A to design matrices Xj with
the following property:
Property 1
x∗(Xi − Xj)x 0, for all x ∈ Cn, and i, j = 1, . . . , 5 with i j.
In particular x∗(A − Xj)x 0 for all x ∈ Cn. IfY ⊆ Rn is of dimension  and y ∈ Y, then Property
1 and the Courant–Fisher theorem (see for instance [13]) imply that
λ(Xj + H) = min
Y
max‖y‖=1 y
∗(Xj + H)ymin
Y
max‖y‖=1 y
∗(A + H)y = λ(A + H) (3)
since
min
Y
max‖y‖=1 y
∗(Xj + H)y = min
Y
max‖y‖=1(y
∗(A + H)y − y∗(A − Xj)y).
The error matrix resulting from approximating A + H by Xj + H, is given by
Ej = A + H − (Xj + H) =
[
Λj
Λn−j
]
−
[
Λj
λjIn−j
]
=
[
0j
Lj
]
,
where Lj = Λn−j − λjIn−j . More speciﬁcally, when considering two succeeding matrices Xj and Xj+1
we obtain
‖Ej+1‖ = ‖Ej‖ − (λj+1 − λj). (4)
Eq. (4) estimates the difference expected from using each next element of the sequence. In other
words, if A has a multiple eigenvalue, λj , of multiplicity , then all the matrices between Xj and Xj+
will have the same eigenvalues. The bounds do not change. On the other hand if the gap between two
consecutive eigenvalues is large, we can expect to do better by using the next matrix.
Though theeigenvalues ofXj provide lowerbounds for the eigenvalues ofA + H, the readermight be
inquiring the usefulness of Example 2.1. The computation of the eigenvalues of Xj + H for any j seems
as costly as the computation of the eigenvalues of A + H. Fortunately, as the following Proposition
shows, that is not the case. In short, Proposition 2 states that a Hermitian rank-1 perturbation of
a Hermitian matrix affects at most single copies of multiple eigenvalues. The remaining copies are
not perturbed. The reasoning is that if A has an eigenvalue λ of multiplicity m we can ﬁnd m − 1
eigenvectors associated with λ that are orthogonal to the perturbation (eigen)vector w.
Proposition 2. Let σ ∈ R, w ∈ Cn with ‖w‖ = 1 and deﬁne H :=wσw∗. Let X ∈ Rn×n be diagonal
with exactly t distinct eigenvalues denoted by λi (1 i t).Write Pi for the orthogonal projection onto the
eigenspace Xi corresponding to λi and deﬁne θi by
‖Piw‖ = cos θi where θi = ∠(w,Xi) is chosen in
[
−π
2
,
π
2
]
.
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Deﬁne yet the t × t matrix
Y =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
λ1
. . .
λt
⎤
⎥⎥⎦+ yσy∗, where y =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
cos θ1
...
cos θt
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
Then the eigenvalues of X + H are the eigenvalues of X, of which single copies of multiple eigenvalues are
replaced by the eigenvalues of Y .
Proof. We give the details of the proof for t = 2 after which the proof for t > 2 should become clear.
For i = 1, 2, let the distinct eigenvalues λi of X be labelled in non-decreasing order of magnitude and
have multiplicitiesmi > 1, with themis summing up to n:
X =
[
λ1Im1
λ2Im2
]
.
For unitary matrices Qi ∈ Cmi×mi let the matrix Q be
Q =
[
Q1
Q2
]
and thus, Q∗XQ = X.
Now, since each Piw ∈ Xi we can choose each Qi such that Q∗w has at most 2 non-zero entries:
Q∗w = cos θ1e1 + cos θ2em1+1.
When Q acts on X + H the following similarity transformation takes place:
Q∗(X + H)Q = X + Q∗wσw∗Q .
Note that the second termof the right-hand side has non-zero entries only at 2 rows and corresponding
2 columns. By appropriate permutations those columns and rows can be placed at the the top left.
Each λi continues to be an eigenvalue of X + H now with multiplicity mi − 1. As for the remaining 2
eigenvalues they have been replaced by those of Y :
Y =
[
λ1
λ2
]
+
[
cos θ1
cos θ2
]
σ [cos θ1, cos θ2].
This proves the statement of the proposition for t = 2. For t > 2 the proof is similar. 
The result is extended to perturbations of rank larger than one in Corollary 3.
Corollary 3. If in the conditions of Proposition 2 H is a Hermitian rank-k matrix (for 1 k n), then the
eigenvalues of X + H are the eigenvalues of X of which at most k copies of each different eigenvalue have
been perturbed. Moreover, at most kt of the total number of eigenvalues are perturbed.
We gather from Example 2.1 and from the two previous results that the computational effort to
determine the eigenvalues of Xj + H should be directed to those eigenvalues that are indeed affected.
2.3. Computing the bounds
So farwehave established the general ideas onhow lower bounds for the eigenvalues of aHermitian
matrix, after perturbation by some Hermitian rank-kmatrix, are obtained. In this section, we address
all the important details dealing with the actual computation of the bounds.
For a matrix W ∈ Cn×k and a diagonal matrix Σ ∈ Rn×n let H :=WΣW∗ be a Hermitian rank-k
matrix and consider the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let A ∈ Rn×n be a given diagonal matrix and H ∈ Cn×n a given Hermitian matrix of rank-k
(k < n). For j = 1, . . . , n assume Xj ∈ Rn×n to be also diagonal and share the j smallest eigenvalues with
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A such that the largest eigenvalue of Xj, λj has multiplicity n − j + 1. Then, each element of a sequence of
lower bounds converging to the eigenvalues of A + H is determined from the eigenvalues of an r × r matrix
where r := max{j + k − 1, k + 1} if j < n − (k − 1) and r = n otherwise.
Proof. The particular case of the smallest eigenvaluewhen k = 1was treated in [9].We look now into
the general proof for all eigenvalues and for general k.
Corollary 3 guarantees that atmost jk eigenvalues of Xj are perturbed by a Hermitian rank-kmatrix.
The remaining ones need not be computed. We make, therefore, an explicit separation in Xj of all
eigenvalues that are not affected by the perturbation. Let j < n − (k − 1) and r = max{j + k − 1,
k + 1} and rewrite Xj as
Xj =
[
Yj
λj+1In−r
]
with Yj =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
λ1
. . .
λj
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (5)
and where λj = λj+1 and Yj is of size r × r containing the r smallest eigenvalues of Xj (counting
multiplicities). Letting H = WΣW∗, partition W between a component consisting of the ﬁrst n − k
rows and a second component consisting of the remaining n − r + k as
W =
[
Wr−k
Wn−r+k
]
and deﬁne Q
[
R
0
]
= Wn−r+k
to be the QR-decomposition ofWn−r+k where R is a k × k upper triangular matrix. (Note that if k = 1
then R = ‖Wn−r+k‖.) With Q available we now proceed to construct the matrix
G =
[
Ir−k
Q
]
which is unitary and yields G∗HG =
[
Hr
0n−r
]
.
On the other hand G∗XjG = Xj , implying
G∗(Xj + H)G =
[
Yr + Hr
λr+1In−r
]
and consequently that for speciﬁc λm
λi(Yr + Hr) = λm(Xj + H) (6)
with i = 1, . . . , r. The leftover eigenvalues of Xj are not affected by H. 
When j n − (k − 1) the dimension of the approximating matrices is n and the matrix R from the
QR-decomposition will be one dimension smaller for each extra eigenpair known (each increase of j
by a unit). In addition, if any eigenvalue hasmultiplicity larger than k then by Proposition 2 the bounds
are sharp. We give an example detailing the computation for a rank-2 perturbation of the matrix A
from Example 2.1.
2.4. Example
LetA ∈ C5×5 and Xj ∈ C5×5 for j = 1, . . . , 5be thematrices fromExample2.1 andH = WΣW∗ be
a Hermitian matrix of rank-2 whereW = [w|v] ∈ C5×2 and Σ ∈ C2×2 is diagonal. For this example
we take Σ = I, w = [1 1 1 1 1]∗ and v = [1 −1 1 −1 1]∗. The r × r matrices Yj
from (5) are
Y1 =
⎡
⎣2 2
2
⎤
⎦ , Y2 =
⎡
⎣2 3
3
⎤
⎦ , Y3 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
2
3
3.1
3.1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
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Table 2
Eigenvalues of Xj + H for j = 1, . . . , 5 from Example 2.4.
j λj
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
1 2 2 2 6 8
2 2.2984 3 3 7 8.7016
3 2.3247 3.0494 3.1 7.0506 8.7753
4 2.3939 3.4384 3.5641 7.5616 9.1420
5 2.3981 3.4384 3.6149 7.5616 9.1870
Y4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2
3
3.1
4
4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
and Y5 = A. For Y1 partition
W =
[
w1 v1
w˜ v˜
]
and deﬁne Q
[
R
0
]
the QRdecomposition of [w˜ v˜]
where w˜ and v˜ are of size 4 and R ∈ C2×2 =
[
2 0
0 2
]
.
Deﬁne
G =
[
1
Q
]
and apply it to H to obtain G∗HG =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
2 2 2
2 4 0
2 0 4
02
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
By computing the eigenvalues of Y1 + Hr we obtain lower bounds for the eigenvalues modiﬁed under
perturbation in way similar to Example 2.1.
In Table 2, we see the evolution of each eigenvalue approximation as it moves towards the exact
eigenvalue of A + H.
2.5. Perturbations of non-diagonal matrices
In theory onemay,without loss of generality, studydiagonalmatrices insteadof arbitraryHermitian
matrices. In practice, however, diagonalizations of large matrices are expensive and the purpose of
obtaining bounds would be lost if a matrix diagonalization would be required. Fortunately, as we
shall see, the knowledge of a few eigenvalues and eigenvectors sufﬁce to compute the aforementioned
bounds.
Let A ∈ Cn×n be Hermitianwith eigenvalues λi (for 1 i n) of which only the q smallest, together
with the respective (normalized) eigenvectors v1, . . . , vq are known. Let H be Hermitian and of rank-
1 deﬁned by H :=wσw∗. Write Vq for the matrix whose columns are the v1, . . . , vq and Vn−q the
matrix with the remaining eigenvectors of A. Deﬁne V :=(Vq|Vn−q) and assume it to be unitary.
Finally, consider the matrices Λq = V∗q AVq and Λn−q = V∗n−qAVn−q where λmax(Λq) λmin(Λn−q).
With Example 2.1 in mind, observe that
Xj :=VqΛjV∗q + Vn−qλjIV∗n−q  VqΛqV∗q + Vn−qΛn−qV∗n−q = A
and that the matrix Λq − Λj is positive semideﬁnite. Λj contains q eigenvalues, the largest of which
is λj  λq with multiplicity q − j. The eigenvalues of Xj + H are, therefore, lower bounds for the
eigenvalues of A + H. By a change to the basis of eigenvectors of Awe express Xj + H as
V∗(Xm + H)V =
[
Λm
λmI
]
+ V∗wσw∗V .
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Table 3
Different lower bounds for the eigenvalues of A + H given by the eigenvalues of X3 + H and X′3 + H.
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
X3 + H 2.1821 3.0250 3.1 3.1 7.8929
X′3 + H 2.2143 3 3.4798 4 8.3059
A + H 2.2214 3.0475 3.5291 4.0519 8.3503
Because V∗HV is still Hermitian, the problem becomes that of a Hermitian rank-1 perturbation of
a diagonal matrix analyzed previously. Moreover, the matrix Vn−q is never explicitly needed, only‖V∗n−qw‖ is required and under our assumption that Vq is known and ‖w‖ = 1, we can use∥∥∥V∗n−qw∥∥∥2 = 1 − ∥∥∥V∗q w∥∥∥2 (7)
to obtain
∥∥∥V∗n−qw∥∥∥.
2.6. Improved approximations
Thematrices chosen in Example 2.1 are not unique.We can construct different approximations from
below to A and with that obtain different lower bounds for the same eigenvalue of A + H. In Example
2.1 improving the bounds was implicitly associated to (a) knowing a larger number of eigenvalues of
A; and (b) increasing the size of the small eigenvalue problem. Addressing the two issues may prove
difﬁcult but the construction ofmatrices leading to bounds of higher quality seems achievablewithout
increasing r.
We turn to Example 2.1 and consider the following two matrices
X3 :=
⎡
⎣2 3
3.1I3
⎤
⎦ and X′3 :=
⎡
⎣1 3I2
4I2
⎤
⎦ (8)
together with Table 3 containing the respective eigenvalues after perturbation with H.
For most eigenvalues, X′3 offers tighter bounds than X3 while still maintaining the size of the small
eigenvalue problem unchanged. Note, moreover, that ‖E′3‖ ‖E3‖ where E′3 = A − X′3 and E3 = A −
X3. The idea here is to deviate from theuse ofmultiple eigenvalues located at the bottom right positions
of the matrix to the use of multiple eigenvalues located at any positions, even if in the interior of the
spectrum. Existing multiple eigenvalues can be exploited for that effect.
In a way similar to the one used in Theorem 4, the matrix H is transformed via a unitary matrix G.
We obtain the unitarymatricesQh andQn−h−1 from theQRdecomposition of the respective sections of
the matrices composing H. Assuming that the focus is on the smallest eigenvalue of A + H, the matrix
G is
G :=
⎡
⎣1 Qh
Qn−h−1
⎤
⎦ and yields P(G∗HG)P = [Hr
0
]
for a suitably chosen permutation matrix P. If Yr and Hr are the r × r matrices that result from Xj and
H, respectively, it remains valid that
λi(Yr + Hr) = λ(PG∗(X′r + H)GP)
for the eigenvalues of X′j that are affected by H. Depending on the eigenvalue for which an improved
bound is required, the newmatrices should satisfy two conditions: (a) ‖E′j‖ ‖Ej‖; and (b) if a bound
for λj(A + H) is to be determined, then λj(X′) should not belong to a cluster with other (different)
eigenvalues. In that case, both X′j and Xj approximate A from below. Moreover, under the assumption
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that all eigenvalues of A are available, the computational effort required to determine the bounds is
virtually the same.
Remark. Automatic clustering techniques can provide an optimal division of the spectrum. The com-
putational effort required to execute such procedures is, however, too high and would eliminate
all advantage of not computing the exact eigenvalue. Our approach is intended to exploit available
information.
3. Bordered diagonal matrices
We start this section by introducing the concept of Hermitian k-bordered diagonal matrices:
Hermitiank-bordered diagonalmatrix.AHermitian k-bordered diagonalmatrix is a Hermitianmatrix
that is zero except for its main diagonal and k rows and corresponding columns.
Formally, we pose no restriction on k and, in particular, allow a diagonal matrix and a full matrix to
be the 0 and n − 1-bordered diagonal matrices, respectively. Moreover, owing to the invariance of the
eigenvalues under similarity transformations, we opt to rearrange thematrix so that the nonzero rows
and columns are the ﬁrst, and d1  d2  · · · dn−1. We are thus interested in matrices of the form:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
c1 c2 . . . cn
c2 d1
...
. . .
cn dn−1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
For such matrices, the following result is known (see [15]) but we have not encountered it further in
the literature dealing with bordered diagonal matrices.
Lemma 5. Let n be an integer and let A ∈ Cn×n and H ∈ Cn×n be Hermitian matrices. If H is of rank-k
then A + H is unitary similar to a Hermitian k-bordered diagonal matrix.
Proof. Let k, n ∈ N and let U be a unitary matrix such that
HU = U
[
Θ
0n−k
]
,
where Θ ∈ Rk×k is diagonal and contains the k non-zero eigenvalues of H. Then,
AU = U
[
M B∗
B T
]
for certain B ∈ C(n−k)×k and for Hermitian M ∈ Ck×k and T ∈ C(n−k)×(n−k). Now, let V be unitary
and satisfy TV = VDwith D the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of T . The matrices
G =
[
Ik
V
]
and S = UG
are now available and operating on A + H result in
S∗(A + H)S =
[
M + Θ B∗V
V∗B D
]
, (9)
which is k-bordered diagonal. 
Lemma 5 is of interest not only on its own but also because for k = 1, comparing the characteristic
polynomial of S∗(A + H)S with that of A, provides an alternative (and perhaps more widely known)
proof to Proposition 2 (see [12] or [15]). The connections between rank-k perturbations and bordered
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diagonal matrices, however, do not end here. The structure of bordered diagonal matrices allows the
computation of lower bounds for its eigenvalues to be done in a very similar way to the one discussed
in Section 2.
Remark. From a perturbation point of view one could treat a k-bordered diagonal matrix as a rank-2k
perturbation of a diagonal matrix. Such approach would place us in the same setting of the previous
section. However, the perturbation is indeﬁnite and the element located at the tip of the arrow, c1, is
not necessarily smaller than the dis. A better approach is to treat the matrix on its own.
Theorem 6. Let k, i, j and r be integers and ei be the ith column of the identity matrix of size n. Assume
i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , n − 1 and deﬁne the diagonal matrix Dj and the k-bordered diagonal matrix
Ak,j
Dj :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
d1
. . .
dj−1
djIn−j
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ and Ak,j :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
C1 C2 . . . Cn
C∗2
... Dj
C∗n
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where C1 ∈ Ck×k and Cj ∈ Ck×1. The eigenvalues of each Ak,j are lower bounds for the eigenvalues of A.
Furthermore, the eigenvalues of Ak,j are the r eigenvalues of an r × r matrix together with the eigenvalue
dj with multiplicity n − r where r = j + 2k − 1.
Proof. The proof resembles the one of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality and for notational
simplicity we treat only the 1-bordered diagonal matrix in detail, dispensing the use of k on Ak,j .
The remaining situations follow in a similar fashion. First of all, observe that for i, j = 1, . . . , n with
i > j, the matrix Ai − Aj is diagonal and positive semideﬁnite. We partition the ﬁrst column of Aj as
Ae1 :=[wr−1 z]∗ and determine the matrix G from the QR decomposition of z,
z = Q
[ ‖z‖
0n−r
]
, as G =
[
Ir−1
Q
]
.
After the similarity transformation by G, each matrix Aj resembles
G∗AjG =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
c1 . . . cr−1 ‖z‖ 0n−r
... d1
cr−1
. . .
‖z‖ dr
0n−r dr In−r
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
from where only the eigenvalues of the upper left r × r block are of interest. 
4. Singular values
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a tool that has found several applications in areas such
as Image Analysis [6] and Information Retrieval [3]. In both areas, the data is commonly represented in
matrix form and the SVD is required. However, due to the dynamic nature of the data, new information
can be added (or eventually removed) from the original set. Inmatrix terms this corresponds to adding
or removing a column after which a new SVD is required [4,6,14]. In this section, we are interested
in two situations: (a) lower bounds for the singular values of rank-k perturbations of general n × m
matrices, B + K; and (b) lower bounds for the singular values of n × m matrices when columns (or
rows) are added.
Werecall that all the theory remainsvalid forupperbounds for the largest singular value(s)provided
that we work with −A instead of A.
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4.1. Rank-k perturbations of general matrices
The study of singular values is typically done through the study of the eigenvalues of the Hermitian
matrices resulting from right or left multiplicationwith the adjoint.Wewill follow the same approach
for the perturbed situation but ﬁrst we prove a useful result.
Lemma 7. Let k, mandn be integerswith k < m n and consider thematrices V ∈ Cn×k andW ∈ Cm×k
with orthogonal columns and the non-singular matrix Γ ∈ Rk×k such that H :=VΓW∗ + WΓ V∗. Then
H is an indeﬁnite Hermitian matrix of rank-2k.
Proof. The matrix H is expressible as
H = VΓW∗ + WΓ V∗ = (W|V)
[
Γ
Γ
]
(W|V)∗.
Furthermore, the block antidiagonal matrix is diagonalizable as[
Γ
Γ
]
= 1
2
[
I I
I −I
] [
Γ
−Γ
] [
I I
I −I
]
,
which makes the indeﬁnite Hermitian rank-2k structure of H visible. 
We can now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 8. Let k, m and n be integers with k < m n and Σ ∈ Rk×k be a diagonal matrix. For unitary
Z ∈ Cn×k and W ∈ Cm×k deﬁne the rank-k matrix K = ZΓW∗. The singular values of B˜ = B + K are
the square roots of the eigenvalues of a 2k-bordered diagonal matrix.
Proof. Determining the singular values of B˜ is done through the study of the eigenvalues of
B˜∗B˜ = (B + K)∗(B + K)= B∗B + B∗ZΓW∗ + WΓ Z∗B + WΓ 2W∗
= B∗B + VΓW∗ + WΓ V∗,
where V = B∗Z + 1
2
WΓ . By Lemma 7 the second and third terms form an indeﬁnite Hermitianmatrix
of rank-2k and by Lemma 5 the matrix B∗B + VΓW∗ + WΓ V∗ is a Hermitian 2k-bordered diagonal
matrix. 
The case B˜B˜∗ is similar, but owing to the choice nm extra n − m zeros are added.
4.2. Addition of columns or rows
Let n andm be integers with n > m. Consider thematrix B ∈ Cn×m and the column vectors c ∈ Cn
and r ∈ Cm. Without loss of generality, the columns or rows to be added can be placed after the last
column or row of B. The resulting matrices Bc and Br are then deﬁned, respectively, as:
Bc :=[B c] and Br :=[B∗ r]∗.
We wish to obtain lower bounds for the singular values of Bc and Br and for that we look at the
eigenvalues of the n × nHermitianmatrix BcB∗c and them × mHermitianmatrix B∗c Bc as well as their
counterparts for the rows.
Case 1: Study of BcB
∗
c .
Lemma 9. Let k ∈ N be the number of columns being added to B. Then the ith singular value of Bc is the
square root of the ith eigenvalue of a rank-k Hermitian perturbation of a Hermitian (m + k) × (m + k)
matrix:
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σ 2i (Bc) = λi(A + CC∗), for i = 1, . . . , m + k.
Moreover, lowerbounds for each singularvalueare computable fromr × r (fork + 1 r m + k)matrices.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality thatm + k n and write YΣU∗ = B for the Singular Value
Decomposition of B. The number of singular values of B ismwhile the number of singular values of Bc
is m + k. The eigenvalues of BcB∗c = BB∗ + CC∗ are the squares of the singular values of Bc together
with n − m extra zero eigenvalues. Proposition 2 and Corollary 3 state that under perturbation by CC∗
at most k copies of the eigenvalue zero will be affected and so we transform BB∗ + CC∗ to the basis of
eigenvectors of BB∗ isolating that same eigenvalue:[
0n−m
Σ2
]
+
[
S1
S2
]
[S1 S2] where
[
S1
S2
]
= S = Y∗C.
The dimensions of S1 and S2 are (n − m) × k and m × k, respectively. Let Qn−mR = S1 be a QR-
decomposition of S1 where R is upper triangular of size (n − m) × k with the non-zero elements
located in ﬁrst k rows. With Qn−m we construct the matrix
G =
[
Qn−m
Im
]
,
which is unitary and when acting on BcB
∗
c yields
G∗
(
BCB
∗
C
)
G =
[
0n−m
Σ2
]
+
[
R
S2
]
[R S2].
Suitable permutations of rows and columns of R and setting j :=n − m − k then leads to⎡
⎣0j 0k
Σ2
⎤
⎦+
⎡
⎣0j∗k
S2
⎤
⎦ [0j ∗k S2] = A + H.
Finally, by Proposition 2
λi+1(A + H) = λmin
([
0k
Σ2
]
+
[∗k
S2
]
[∗k S2]
)
. (10)
The matrix on the right-hand side is a (m + k) × (m + k) Hermitian perturbation of a Hermitian
matrix. Bounds for its eigenvalues are obtained using the results of Section 2. Bounds for the singular
values of Bc follow taking square roots. 
Case 2: Study of B∗c Bc.
Proof. The matrix B∗c Bc is
B∗c Bc :=
[
B∗B B∗C
(B∗C)∗ C∗C
]
.
Let YΣU∗ = B the Singular Value Decomposition of B and consider the matrix
G =
[
V
Ik
]
.
Transforming B∗c Bc under G and permuting suitable rows and columns we obtain[
C∗C F∗
F Σ2
]
,
where F = (B∗C)∗V . This is a k-bordered diagonal matrix. 
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Fig. 1. Evolution of |λ− − μ−| for thematrix resulting from the Finite Difference discretization (n = 32, ξ = 1/33) of Problem
(11) with H a rank-1 diagonal matrix resulting from Eq. (12).
5. Numerical results
Example 1. Weuse for our ﬁrst numerical experiment the reaction–diffusion example given in Section
1 on I = [0, 1]:
− u′′ + s(x)u = λu in I, with u(0) = u(1) = 0, (11)
where the function s(x) is a local reaction term deﬁned in
(
1
2
− ξ , 1
2
+ ξ
)
for ξ ∈
[
0, 1
2
]
by
s(x) = e−g(x) where g(x) = ξ
2
(x − (1/2 − ξ))(x − (1/2 + ξ)) (12)
and zero elsewhere. Note that our choice of working in one dimension is not restrictive and similar
situations can be set up in higher dimensions. Take n ∈ N and deﬁne h = 1/n and xj = jh where
j = 0, . . . , n. The Finite Difference discretization of problem (11) on the grid points x0, . . . , xn yields
two matrices. The ﬁrst is the typical tridiagonal matrix with 2 in the diagonal and −1 in both co-
diagonals which we will denote by A. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are known. The matrix
H = ∑j x(xj)eje∗j , on the other hand, is a diagonal matrix whose rank can be determined by proper
choices of h and ξ . The number of nonzero elements in the diagonal is obtained by truncating 2ξ/h at
integer values.
The problem is that of determining lower bounds for the eigenvalues of A + H or, in the basis of
eigenvectors of A, those of D + Ĥ where A = VDV∗ and
Ĥ = V∗HV = ∑
j
s(xj)vjvj with vj = V∗ej.
Fig. 1 shows the resulting convergenceplot togetherwith the zoom in for theﬁrst 10 steps. Although,
the ﬁrst bound (corresponding to Ipsen’s and Nadler bound) shows the best relative error reduction,
it is still advantageous the use of (slightly) larger matrices for better results.
Example 2. Our second example is a Hermitian matrix A of size n = 1600 resulting from the dis-
cretization of the Poisson equation on q × q grid. We perturb this matrix with a random Hermitian
matrix of rank-1. The distances between the exact smallest eigenvalue and the bounds obtained for
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Fig. 2. |λ− − μ−| and zoom-in for j 10 for the matrix obtained from the discretization of Poisson equation on a 40 × 40 grid
(ﬁrst two plots) and Sherman1 fromMatrixMarket (last two plots). The perturbation H in both cases is a random rank-1 matrix.
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Table 4
Error in λmin(Yr + H˜) for 1 r  n for a ﬁrst few elements for the matrix obtained from the discretization of Poisson equation
on a 40 × 40 grid (left) and Sherman1 from MatrixMarket (right). H are random rank-1 matrices.
j |λ− − μ−| j |λ− − μ−|
1 1.756e−2 1 0.2959e−3
2 8.544e−3 2 0.2917e−3
3 8.544e−3 3 0.2917e−3
4 7.572e−5 4 0.2838e−3
5 5.586e−6 5 0.2702e−3
6 5.586e−6 6 0.2638e−3
. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fig. 3. Evolution of |λ− − μ−| for the matrix Poisson with H a rank-2 randommatrix.
different approximating matrices Yr + Hr are represented in Fig. 2. Table 4 shows the same results
for the ﬁrst 6 approximating matrices (j = 1, . . . , 6) together with the same results obtained for the
matrix of Example 3.
Theconvergence curve represented inFig. 2demonstrates that theﬁrst small eigenproblemsalready
provide good approximations for the exact smallest eigenvalue. Table 4 conﬁrms just that and we
observed similar behaviour for most of thematrices we experimented with. As we can see in the table
for this case, at a cost of a 6 × 6 eigenvalue problem, the lower bound is indeed better than the bounds
by Weyl and those from [9]. The additional cost is modest while the number of residue goes from
O(10−2/10−3) to O(10−6). For a perturbation of rank-2 the results are portrayed in Fig. 3.
Example 3. For the third examplewe retrieve thematrix Sherman1 fromMatrixMarket repository [1].
This is a real symmetric matrix of dimension n = 1000 with all eigenvalues situated on the negative
real line. The perturbationwas again a randomHermitianmatrix of rank-1.We observe that the results
for this matrix are not as good as the ones from Example 2. However, this example is interesting for
just that. The stagnation period between j = 200 and j = 500 marks the existence of an eigenvalue
of multiplicity 300. We have mentioned that multiple eigenvalues are the most simple clusters and in
Fig. 4 when the same perturbation is portrayed using the theory from Section 2.6.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of |λ− − μ−| for the matrix Sherman1 when a multiple eigenvalue is clustered (above) and comparison with
the naive approach (below).
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Fig. 5. Evolution of |σmin([B|c]) − σmin(Yr + H˜)| for the matrix ILLC1850 of dimensions 1850 × 712 fromMatrixMarket. In the
bottom zoom-in for j 20.
Example 4. The ﬁnal example illustrates the errors obtained for the estimates of the smallest singular
value when a random column is added to an n × mmatrix. The matrix is the ILLC1850 of dimensions
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1850 × 712, and was also retrieved from MatrixMarket [1]. Fig. 5 illustrates, once again, that a few
small approximating eigenproblems sufﬁce to obtain reasonable approximations for the exact singular
values.
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